Why Join a Work Meets
Faith small group?
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Loquate's vigor is unity for all -- in, through and by
Natural Law -- not religious teaching.
Loquate’s small group program offers Scientific
Momentum Activating Righteous Transformation
through Natural Law. The science states innate needs are
satisfied by primary values. The innate needs of human
kind may be the greatest discovery in Natural Law ever.
Like sailors eating limes to prevent scurvy, Smart®
habits overcome the scurvy of the human spirit which is
diminished motivation and well-being. Interfaith small
group members build community in every group of which
they are a part, and individually tend toward happiness or
joy.
Loquate is comprehensive in this sense. It integrates
religious beliefs about Spirit-centered community in unity
for all mankind as Biblically or Scripturally possible,
nothing more.

A Work Meets Faith small group is a
Smart® group because it brings happiness or
joy to its members, and sense of community
to every group of which they are a part. Smart
groups deliver Spirit-centered community.
Our Houses of Worship are needed more than
ever for spiritual nourishment. Members
build an interdependence that is based on the
Spirit. As we satisfy innate needs, the Spirit
gently works within each of us to help us
build out our functional domains of good.
And the greatest happiness or joy occurs in
families, work places, villages, cities, towns,
and nations, that build community!
The words God, Spirit, and “That which you
value the most for the common good” are used
interchangeably in our resources.

Work Meets Faith small groups
experience “unity for all.”
• A Work Meets Faith small group
works in “unity for all” because it

follows principles of Interfaith
Dialogue and, as a Smart® group, it
satisfies innate needs common to all
mankind. Thru 12 steps members
change themselves to increase
satisfaction of innate needs of their
own as well as others, defined as
forming one functional group.
• Using the Smart® technology builds
community.
• And the greatest happiness or joy
occurs Parish wide or community
wide!
A Work Meets Faith small group follows
this Smart® protocol:
• self change, not changing another,
• relevant resolution story telling, not
advice,
• satisfy innate psychological needs, put
into us by our Creator, not ordinary
conversation.
• corresponding scripture (or internet
search) is shared.

Principles of Interfaith Dialogue
insure no attempting to convert
someone from one religion, belief, or
opinion to another (no proselytizing
during meetings), and use of the
Smart® protocol insures “unity for
all.”

• Interfaith dialogue is first and foremost
an attitude that is acquired as the result
of listening to various points of view
and ultimately forming one's own view
of other religions. An attitude could be
defined as a manner of acting or
thinking; a disposition, opinion or
mental set.
• Interfaith dialogue consists essentially
in hearing each other. Interfaith
dialogue is living together in spite of

our differences. Differences make
sense when they are well understood.
Be respectful of differences.
• Avoid proselytizing during interfaith
dialogue. Be true to your beliefs. State
your own beliefs when appropriate.
• But mainly listen well, which means
hearing an entire message.
• Build unity. Be united in faith in God,
for love of fellow man, for peace on
earth, and for the greater glory of God.

In the Work Meets
Faith small group
Everyone works in some sense (volunteer,
retired, stay at home, or for pay).

● High value

Does your faith influence
your work? Have you ever wondered: 'Is this
the work God wants me to do?' In our Work
Meets Faith small group, we believe that God
speaks to us thru our interiorly preferred
work. By prayer, encouragement and
community learn how you can use your faith
to influence your work - and to overcome the
challenges and obstacles that we all face in
our jobs. Not with advice, but with helpful
relevant resolution stories. In discovering
your interiorly preferred work, your life will
become more fulfilled so, in return, you can
humbly and gratefully offer it as a gift back
to God. Resulting in a deep faith to ask Him
to bless you with more of that work.
Fulfilling God’s natural law of love, you will
bring peace to the world.

● There is no cost for materials

when you start, or thereafter.
● Low Time Meets 2 hours/month, but
not in July, August, or December.

In Summary
• Learn from practical experiences of
others on how to bring more faith into
your work.
• Man by himself is so frail, but shared
experience always guides and holds
him up.
• Man is built to live out his faith in
community.
• Yet each member is respected for his
common sense ability to come to God.

You lead mankind
across the threshold
into the bosom of God
“in unity for all.”
Resources
Loquate (6436 N Oketo Ave, Chicago, IL 60631, USA.
Open enrollment.
Call jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863.)

